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It really isn't a fair fight, is it? The finite against the infinite. The limited against the unlimited?Is God

indifferent to my suffering?How do I resolve this anger at God?Why didn't God prevent this from

happening?Will I see loved ones again? Or is heaven just a "feel good" myth?People assume

Christians have all the answers; yet, in the face of tragedy, death, or suffering, everyone struggles

to find just the right words to bring comfort or closure to those in need. Sometimes just hearing "It is

God's will" isn't enough. Sometimes just saying "God will turn this to good" seems so meaningless

when despair is so profound.Often the pain goes too deep, the questions won't go away, and even

the assurance of faith doesn't help. How could God let this happen? How can God love us, yet allow

us to suffer in this way? What is the point of this? What is the purpose?In this provocative new book,

Ken Ham makes clear answers found in the pages of Scripture - powerful, definitive, and in a way

that helps our hearts to go beyond mere acceptance. When you grasp the reality of original sin (and

all that it means), it creates a vital foundation for your heart to finally understand what follows.
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This book address the difficult questions most often asked by non-believers or those losing their

faith regarding the pain, suffering, and loss in the current world. Ken Hamm addresses these topics

in a very professional and mature way that will help every Christian understand our place in God's

world and in the world to come. Please buy his book and read it slowly: you will learn and grow

closer to God in the process.



The author addressed the brokeness in this world,our pain and suffering. He, a strong Christian,

waschallenged to examine his beliefs when his brothersuffered from a painful disease that took his

life.He addresses questions we all have about the unfairnessof life. His search for answers has led

him to amuch deeper understanding about our truly loving God.

I found this book quite by accident, well you know what I mean! I was looking at Ken Ham's

Facebook page because some friends said I might like to see some Aussie food he had on there.

(Because I am an Aussie living in America). I was scrolling through it and came across an e-book

offer for 99c and the title was a question I had on my heart after my missionary husband had killed

himself. Brilliant, insightful, honest, heartwarming, sad, and truth revealing. I could not stop reading.

It answered my question and then I understood why I hated this world. There is a good reason to.

I have read this book recently and I found it to be an excellent book in explaining why we suffer in

life. Ken Ham walks through the truth of God's Word answering a number of questions a person has

when a love one is dying of a terminal disease. He illustrates this truth with his own personal

suffering when his brother Robert was diagnosed with a degenerate brain disease. If you have lost a

love one, as I have to cancer, this is a good book to read to help you see the big biblical picture in

life and how to apply this biblical big picture to your personal suffering.

I picked up this book to read on a road trip. It is a difficult read at times and requires that the reader

put aside human pride. But it is full of spiritual truth wrapped in deeply personal experience. The

truth is hard to hear at times but it is full of hope and grace. I hope that every one reads this book

and finds the hope shared by all believers in Christ.To him be the glory.

How Could a Loving God by Ken Ham is a very helpful book to explain why sad things happen

(even to good people). The book helps you process your emotional pain while believing in a loving

God. After borrowing a book from a friend to read, I purchased 2 copies to have ready to pass on to

other grieving friends to help. I would highly recommend this healing read.

Three times I heard Ken Speak. He is outstanding, recommend seeing him in person. Brilliant.

Looks like Lincoln with an Australian accent. Have read three of his books, all good. His creation

web site is very informative. I taught a class on science / evolution, until I thought it through. As



Gould the late Harvard evolutionist said, Darwin was wrong. We must find a "scientific" explanation.

For anyone wanting to get a clearer understanding of why God allows the tragedies we face in life to

occur, this is the book for you!
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